
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a services planner. If you are
looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications
below.

Responsibilities for services planner

Join Event Sales AE’s on client calls and visits, as needed, to secure new
prospects, renew current clients and promote contract retention and growth
Understand the objectives of our clients and look at ways that we can help
them to meet these objectives on each event
Liaise with key event partners and team members to ensure smooth event
execution
Responsibility for developing the optimal floor plan for each event in
conjunction with the wider event team and sponsorship manager
Assist in accurately managing the event budgets with direct responsibility for
certain areas, producing accurate monthly forecasts and managing costs
effectively
Meet with the Operations Manager & Program Manager to understand the
priorities related to the demand forecast
Utilize Service Parts Planning to manage the execution of Exceptions
Messages to ensure Supply and Demand are aligned and support operational
cost and service delivery goals
Develop, create and monitor metrics which support inventory optimization by
measuring the part condition and volume of all materials released to and
stocked within the Service Center
Employ complex part chain expertize to maximize material availability and
minimize new part purchases in support of Service order execution
Expedite material releases and service schedules to communicate the
changing needs of the Service Center
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Listening effectively, transmitting information accurately and understandably,
and actively seeking feedback
Taking a well-ordered approach to solving problems and acting despite
obstacles, resistance, or ambiguity
We encourages new leaders to apply this role to further develop their
leadership skills
Associate degree or completion of technical program in craft discipline
(mechanical, electrical, instrument and controls, ) or nuclear operations
desired
3+ years of nuclear power plant experience
3+ years of experience demonstrating working knowledge of craft
specialty/nuclear operations


